
2020 Virtual WITSA Global ICT Excellence Awards 
Nomination Form 

 
AWARD CATEGORIES: 
Awards will be given to individuals, academics, businesses, NGOs, government branches etc., on 
the basis of particular programs, web sites, strategies of ICT / Internet deployment; i.e. the awards 
will not be political but technical, honoring use and implementation of technology in accordance 
with the criteria described below (i.e. a government per se will not be a “winner”, but one of its 
integrated web sites or services may be). The winners may not necessarily represent the most 
advanced technology solutions, but should be excellent examples of ICT deployment which have 
made a difference for the community of interest (whether providing public services, boosting 
profits or advancing connectivity): 
 
Please note that nominees will be judged on the basis of the following criteria and weighting: 

 

Judging Criteria  Weighting 

Global Impact/Potential 30% 

Scalability  30% 

Innovative Features and Functionalities 10% 

Proven Solution 30% 

 
9. E-Education & Learning Award 

Award Criteria:  

The Digital Age is requiring new sets of skills, and adoption of new models of public education 
that emphasize coding, programming and computer science must be adopted. Contrary to popular 
belief, the digital gap is widening, putting pressure on countries to catch up. Public education must 
adopt new approaches to lifelong learning.  
 
This award will be given to the best electronic learning project. We seek any innovative new 
technological tool, or any project that uses existing electronic learning tools in an innovative way. 
Such projects should facilitate and support learning through the use of information and 
communications technology. 
 

YOUR NOMINEES (limit two nominations per award category):  
 
SunNet Co. - CaDeBoom Dynamic Editorial Platform 
 



The product “CaDeBoom Dynamic Editorial Platform” participating the competition this time is 
a cloud editing and publishing platform developed to meet the demand for digital content in 
different areas, including marketing, training, operation, as well as personal professional 
skills/interest promotion.  And the digitalized final works are able to run on various kinds of mobile 
devices.   The name “CaDeBoom” came from three words: capability, design, and boom.  The 
word “boom” sounds like the Chinese word “great(棒),” which also means "booming" in English. 
We hope that users will have the “capability” to “design” extremely “great” dynamic content using 
CaDeBoom.  Since it is very easy to complete the task, dynamic content will become booming. 
 
REASONS FOR NOMINATION (please justify why you think your candidate is qualified):  
 
Currently, most of the companies employ content digitalization for outreach purpose. It has 
transformed from the past conventional offline activities and paper flyers, to today’s online 
service. The main approach to content digitalization is merely displaying products on company 
websites, product websites, social media (Facebook, Instagram, YouTube…) and blogs.  
However, these websites with all kinds of information about the companies and products have 
created the overload of information that results in difficulty in maintenance and user reading 
experience and failure to help companies highlight or promote themselves.  
 
Social media mainly employs the way of voluntary subscription.  Users must be somehow 
interested in the content before they are willing to subscribe. While way of presentation via 
articles on the blog is relatively static, certain social media have fixed presentation for their 
content, such as photographs are mainly posted on Instagram, video clips are mainly posted on 
YouTube. The corporates have to spend more on labor cost in order to create and maintain the 
content.  
 
If an online service platform really wants to attract more people’s attention, it should not solely 
rely on a wide range of functions, but also needs designers to tailor the content according to 
different needs and services of the company.  In addition, quality of content is highly emphasized 
during the output process, so the resources available for designers are relatively crucial. 
 
In the past when companies are creating dynamic content, they always encountered the following 
problems: 

1. In the past, Flash could be used to create dynamic content.  But today’s prevailing mobile 
devices do not have very useful tools to design dynamic content.  Although Adobe has 
HTML5 editor to replace Flash, its high cost is a very heavy burden to both individuals and 
companies, and its use is so complicated that usually, only professionals use it. 

 
CaDeBoom provides abundant and diversified theme templates, letting general users simply 
change the text content to rapidly achieve quality digital content.  Users can also bring in their 
personal styles and turn it into an exclusive personal work.  In fact, the system was developed with 
HTML5, and hence the effects it provides are more interactive. The static content instantly 
becomes vivid and lively, drawing more users’ attention. 



 
 
2. Design is a highly professionalized task and is categorized into graphic design, website design, 

multimedia design, etc.  It is really not easy to find an all-round design talent unless a company 
has a great demand for design and would like to cultivate its own design talents. Most of the 
companies outsource the design work to other firms, but if a company needs to organize a 
temporary event and to produce the related contents, most of the finished works are merely 
passable.  In order to meet such need of companies in general, SunNet Technology develops 
CaDeBoom to provide multi-themed templates and a visualization design editing tool.  With 
CaDeBoom, any users without professional artistic design ability can speedily use existing 
templates to produce a quality multimedia interaction content in 3 minutes, significantly 
reducing the cost of producing dynamic content, raising the efficiency of design, and making 
the content rapidly transmitted and shared on various social media platforms. 

 
CaDeBoom has a wide range of usage.  For example, a company’s Human Resource Department 
can use CaDeBoom for producing the contents for recruitment, new employee orientation, policy 
promotion, etc.; its Marketing and Outreach Department can use it for creating product profiles, 
activity promotion, questionnaire surveys, lists of potential customers and digital business cards; 
school teachers can use it for rapid creation of micro-courses; individuals can even use it for 
making invitation cards of events, greeting e-cards as well dynamic CVs to increase employment 
opportunities.  CaDeBoom is expected to provide more applications in future. 

3.  It solves the problem that people find it very difficult to create dynamic content on mobile 
devices. 



With the rapid development of smart phone in recent years, people have found themselves 
inseparable from their mobile phones.  Besides, the coming of the 5G era has captured the 
imagination of the enterprises and users.  In such an era with so many rapid changes, CaDeBoom 
developed with the technique of cross-platform advantage enables it not only to be used on PC 
end, but also to be operated on mobile vehicles. 

From 2019 up to now, the whole world has been devastated by COVID-19 pandemic, which 
changes not only our way of living, but also the operation models of businesses.  However, it has 
also accelerated the paces of digital transformation.  During the outbreak of COVID-19, we have 
observed that companies’ enormous demands from the use of digital tools, to the introduction of 
systems and the production of micro-courses.  Simultaneously, CaDeBoom, catering to customers’ 
needs very fast, is catching on following COVID-19. 

CaDeBoom has multiple innovations and characteristics: 

1.  Cloud service framework 

CaDeBoom is a platform constructed with the concept of cloud service.  It saves the costs for 
building, maintenance and establishment of network infrastructure by oneself, allowing users to 
focus on content creation, make innovation easily and rapidly.  Users are only required to prepare 
the text content, and then they can create the content at any time, and post it immediately, giving 
customers a different kind of experience and enjoyment. 

2.  Highly interactive template content 

Unlike the traditional simple graphic information, the digital content produced by CaDeBoom 
gives diverse, highly interactive and guiding content to the viewers.  Highly interactive content 
can on the one hand deeply impress the viewers in their viewing process, and on the other hand 
guide the viewers to read the official webpage with detailed information, immensely increasing 
the conversion rate of the original traditional text. 

3.  Visualization editor  

CaDeBoom provides editing function for visualization as well as the of What You See Is What 
You Get (WYSIWYG).  In addition to the editing interface that allows users to operate easily by 
dragging and clicking, it also provides Material Library pictures and sound effects, reducing the 
beginning users’ barrier in designing them.  As to setting of page component animation, users only 
need to operate through an interface like PowerPoint, which is very easy for users to get started. 



 

4. Diversified plug-in applications  

CaDeBoom not only provides abundant templates with multiple themes for users to select, but also 
offers diversified plug-in applications for those users without programming ability to produce 
highly interactive content with ease, greatly lowering the threshold for users. 

 

5.  Available for active sharing and pushing, increasing the marketing effect 

The creations on CaDeBoom support viewing across platforms.   Both creators and readers can 
rapidly share the works via social media with the interested users, accelerating the speed of 
information dissemination, and improving the marketing and advertising effects. 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION: Please send any supporting information to the address above, 
including information from candidate (i.e. excerpt from program description, web site print-out, 
press release, etc.) 
 
The applications of the works of CaDeBoom are multiple, such as course production / notice, 
invitation letter, recruitment / employment / admission, corporate image / individual CV, product 
profile, marketing promotion, holiday celebration … etc.  The several featured works shown 
below were produced using CaDeBoom: 

1. Micro-course – OKR operational practice discussion 



 

2. Product profile – CaDeBoom 

 

3. Recruitment / employment – Corporates seeking talents 



 

4.  School admission – School promoting admission 

 

SunNet Technology has been in the e-learning market for 24 years, providing service recipients 
such as enterprises, schools and government departments with service contents containing e-
training, e-course and e-learning operational services.  Because of our extensive experience in 
assisting importing and integration of e-learning in enterprises, government departments and 
schools, SunNet Technology completely understands the customers’ problems when importing 
the relevant e-learning services.  Amongst these problems, the first one they need to address is 
content creation. 



Established in 1996, SunNet Technology has established itself in the e-learning market for more 
than 20 years and is the top supplier of Taiwan's most outstanding e-learning and talent 
management solutions. We do not solely participate in the construction of e-learning systems in 
more than 120 colleges and universities in Taiwan, but also serve as a driving force for private 
enterprises and government departments to move towards a comprehensive digital Environment 
for e-learning and talent training. In the past few years, we have been committed to early 
childhood education development and application of the Internet of things, actively explored and 
looking into the value of the Internet of things and created more complete application services. 

SunNet’s platform technology R & D capabilities have been recognized. In 2019, SunNet won 
both the E-Education & Learning Award of the Global ICT Excellence Awards and the National 
Brand Yushan Award organized by the Republic of China National Enterprise Competitiveness 
Development Association, among which SunNet even earned the national top prize of “The Best 
Product.” Hsu-Hung Huang, the chairman of SunNet technology, was honored and invited to the 
Office of the President to meet President Tsai Ing-Wen. 

The R & D teams of SunNet technology in Taipei, Tainan and Kaohsiung aim for enterprise 
talent management solutions, e-learning platform, mobile learning app and digital supplementary 
education system. Our professional R & D technology, favored by Fujitsu Learning Media 
Limited (FLM) in Japan, has been adopted in cooperation with SaaS e-learning service. In recent 
years, customers need and the market demands are evolving rapidly as well. It is about time that 
enterprises face with "Digital Transformation.” Chairman Hsu-Hung Huang has been aware of 
this issue as well, and thus constantly advise employees on how to put ideas and models into 
practice agilely and he also adheres to the three principles of "Continuous Innovation", "Self 
Challenge" and " Societal Contribution,” hoping that SunNet technology becomes a company 
that gives back to the society through educational technology, thereby enhancing users' 
happiness and satisfaction. He also sets his personal attitude towards career development as 
"Gratitude and Sharing,” i.e. thanking colleagues, business partners and even rivals. The 
approach is to support development of "social enterprises" with 5% of our strength and to share 
as well as create using SunNet's technology, management experience and market sensitivity, 
shaping a positive society that will become powerful if push in the right direction! 

With SunNet’s e-learning technology as the core, we implement vertical integration and strategic 
investment, boosting user experience as it is the aim of products R & D, and are committed to 
promoting talent incubation solutions for schools, governments and enterprises, and charity 
events that advocate for rural areas. Ranging from K12 education, colleges and universities, and 
social enterprises, we hope to become the key force to steer enterprises, society and campus 
towards positive learning, and provide the most complete and comprehensive professional 
services, through a complete vertical integration between upstream suppliers and downstream 
buyers. 

Attachment 



 

Photo: The Chairman of SunNet Technology received the Global ICT Excellence 
Award from World Information Technology and Services Alliance (WITSA) in 
2019. 



 

Photo: The Chairman of SunNet Technology received awarded from the Vice 
President, and met the President at the Office of the President. 

 


